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Dated:-09/12/2019

To
Sh. J.C Menaria (ITS)
CGMT, Punjab .
Sub:-Harassing, Discrimination and biased attitude of GMTD Amritsar against Distt. Branch of
AIBSNLEA
Respected Sir
It has already brought to your kind notice that Sh. Pareeep kumar GMTD Amritsar
knowingly harassing and targeting District body of AIBSNLEA. In spite our AIBSNLEA branch leaves no
stone unturned for the progress of SSA but GMTD Amritsar leaves no space to spoil work culture so I
would take a few points to clear the behaviour of GMTD Amritsar .
1.

Reluctance in granting the meeting to our branch :-As and when our branch requested
for meeting to pursue very much genuine issues of our members and in favour for the
growth of BSNL, GMTD has never considered their request with positive approach, he always
tried to rattle the request here n there to humiliate our branch which is very much clear
from the repeated written reminders by District secretary, where as majority association is
taking frequent meetings.

2. Non implementation of transfer policy:-GMTD is issuing transfer orders without
considering the stay particulars. On dated 22/10/2019 orders have been issued from rural to
urban area Executives of lesser stay in rural picked up leaving much more longer stay those
who are the members of AIBSNLEA. This type partial behaviour demoralise sincere n
devoted workers Non implementation of TP is only to give undue benefit to the longer
stayed officer due to best known interests.
3. Our District Secretary Sh. Amit Bhatti is not given immunity of DHQ to humiliate
AIBSNLEA branch and supporting sister executive association.
4. Non shifting of circle office bearer of majority association posted in HR section in

GMTD office:- The circle office bearer of majority Association Sh. Kirpal Singh JTO posted
in HR section in GMTD office against the guidelines of corporate office. In spite, Pointed out

n repeatedly reminded by our branch that he is giving undue favour to his association n
misinterpreting others must be shifted immediately.
From the above it is very much clear that integrity of GMTD Amritsar
towards our association is partial.
It is humbly requested to your kind honour to intervene and suitably instruct
GMTD Amritsar to give due wattage our branch and resolve legitimate demands which are
quiet necessary for the welfare of members as well as growth of BSNL so that congenial
atmosphere may be developed and human resources may be utilized for the growth of
BSNL.
With regards,

Yours Sincerely,

( Mohd Jamil )
Circle Secretary AIBSNLEA PB.
Copy to: -

1. The General Secretary AIBSNLEA CHQ New Delhi for information and n/a Pl.

